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DYNAMIC ADDS RELEVANCE TO BELFAST TELEGRAPH

GORDON’S BRINGS TASTE OF THE MED HOME

LET’S GO HYDRO MAKES SPLASH ON OOH

BOOST YOUR COFFEE 
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BOOST YOUR COFFEE 

When the weather starts to improve, there can be little more enjoyable than a delicious iced coffee, and 
Boost has made it even easier to enjoy. With three flavours, including new Caramel Latte, the iced coffee 
range is available to add a boost to your normal coffee routine. 

The campaign was on display across Belfast, with high street 6 Sheets, T-Sides and Adshel Live 
delivering the content. 

Sam Grant, Business Director, Posterscope added: “Being sold by independent CTN’s it was essential 
that Boost created a ubiquitous presence on the streets of Belfast. A multi-format approach was a highly 
effective way of doing this creating visibility in proximity to points of purchase whilst at the same time 
raising brand profile.”

Media: Alchemy Media   -     OOH Agency: PML

GORDON’S BRINGS TASTE OF 
THE MED HOME

It’s optimistic that we’ll be sipping gin by the Med on holiday this year, but to recreate the flavours of 
summer Gordon’s is welcoming its new flavoured gin. A refreshing take on the classic drink, enhanced 
with the zesty flavour of Mediterranean oranges, the new product has launched with an Out of Home 
campaign.  

Clodagh Ryan, Account Director, PHD Ireland added: ”We are really excited about the launch of 
Gordon’s Mediterranean Orange Gin this year. Out of Home is the perfect environment to bring a pop 
of colour and showcase our new flavour across key retail sites in Northern Ireland. We have focused 
on path to purchase formats and sites to really drive engagement with our customer at the all-important 
decision making time! OOH also brings the scale and impact required to ensure the launch of Gordon’s 
Mediterranean Orange Gin is visible to large audiences in Northern Ireland

Media: PHD Ireland    -    OOH Agency: Source out of home
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LET’S GO HYDRO MAKES SPLASH 
ON OOH

Let’s Go Hydro was back on Outdoor in April to highlight the many activities and accommodation options 
on offer at the location outside Belfast. We’re likely to seek out new activities and experiences in NI this 
year, so campaign strapline, ‘Stay.Play.Explore. Close to home’ adds relevance. 

48 Sheets, 96 Sheets and 6 Sheets delivered the campaign in the Greater Belfast area, as well as in 
Portrush and Portstewart.

Pauline Moore, Media Director, Adhaus said: “Let’s Go Hydro is a resort that provides out of home 
entertainment whilst keeping people safe, what better platform to use than Out of Home media? The client 
needed to speak to mass audiences whilst utilising budget available, the best way to do this was through 
large impact sites at locations that commanded high levels of exposure. The creative showcases the resort 
perfectly, resulting in a very strong campaign that informs consumers that Let’s Go Hydro are back in 
business just in time for summer!”

Media: Adhaus   -   OOH Agency: PML
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DYNAMIC ADDS RELEVANCE TO 
BELFAST TELEGRAPH

Belfast Telegraph has gone big and bold with its most recent Outdoor advertising campaign, with the Backlit 192 Sheet billboard in Belfast at its centre. Located outside the biggest vaccine clinic in NI at the SSE 
Arena, aiming to deliver 40,000 jabs per week, the large format display targets traffic on the M3 motorway, as well as those in the Titanic Quarter. The launch of the SSE Vaccination centre offered the timely and unique 
opportunity to launch Belfast Telegraph’s new brand campaign. Belfast Telegraph has stayed true to its brand promise throughout Covid-19 to ‘Tell it like it is’ – shining a light on the success and failures of those tasked 
with bringing us safely through the pandemic. To bring the campaign to suburban locations, Dynamic Digital OOH was also employed. 

Ally O’Neill, Senior Media Manager, Ardmore, said: “The goal of this campaign was to create a community focused, balanced and witty campaign which would reflect their editorial commitment, giving Belfast Telegraph 
a renewed sense of relevance. 

“In order to drill into that relevance Dynamic Digital OOH has been orchestrated across NI focusing on vaccination centres and shuttle links to centres. The Dynamic content pulls in information on vaccination numbers 
refreshing daily. Using data in this way has allowed us to elevate a media channel, increasing its recall and relevancy of messaging. A simple tweak, but one that allows us to bind data and creative – enhancing the 
efficiency of the media channel. Adding Backlit formats, including the huge 192 Sheet directly outside the SSE Arena further increased the campaign and brand awareness.” 

Nicola McNaughton, Senior Account Manager, PML Group NI added: “This is the first Dynamic campaign using data from a bespoke API source. It’s a unique and highly relevant way to employ Dynamic OOH, an 
ongoing reminder of the success of the vaccination programme in Northern Ireland.” 

Media: Ardmore    -    Creative: The Public House    -    OOH Agency: PML
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SOCIABLE MEDIA 
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ATMA: Scented Screens

ARGENTINA: “Billboard Taster” an interactive activation carried out in the main shopping malls of 
Argentina, which sought to collaborate in the early detection of COVID-19.

What could be seen on the shopping malls’ screens seemed to be nothing more than a simple 
advertisement, but the truth is that, when approaching, the posters emanate the smell of the photo (freshly 
prepared toast, coffee, orange juice, etc.). The proposal was that if the person did not notice the smell, he/
she should immediately contact the WhatsApp line of the National Ministry of Health.

Terre des Hommes: It’s time to change perspective

ITALY: On International Women’s Day – 8th March – Terre des Hommes presented the first mini Outdoor 
campaign that invited citizens to look at the monuments in their cities from a different point of view: the 
female one, relaunching a petition to build a statue dedicated to girls who have been victims of violence

Around Milan, as in most of Italy, almost every statue is dedicated to a male figure. And yet, history is full 
of women who deserve their own monument. Terre des Hommes brought out a new perspective, literally: 
3 installations, 3 special billboards placed in 3 squares in Milan that allowed the viewer - thanks to 
perspective - to visually “replace” the current statues with a female alternative.

Planet OOH

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4cGPhpo-Prc
https://vimeo.com/536068444
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All figures based on display value at rate card. 

TOP CATEGORIES
£K £500K £1000K £1500K £2000K

Political & Advisory

Finance

Retail Outlets

Tourism & Travel

Beers & Ciders

QSR

Energy

Telecoms

Food

Soft Drinks

Entertainment

Media

Education

Motor Trade

Confectionery & Snacking

Roadside Retail Travel

1 Political & Advisory £1,765m 9 Food £161k

2 Finance £516k 10 Soft Drinks £150k

3 Retail Outlets £505k 11 Entertainment £144k

4 Tourism & Travel £481k 12 Media £126k

5 Beers & Ciders £397k 13 Education £119k

6 QSR £385k 14 Motor Trade £87k

7 Energy £322k 15 Confectionery & Snacking £83k

8 Telecoms £187k

MARCH CYCLES 5 - 7
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All figures based on display value at rate card. 

1 Census 2021 £458k 9 Danske Bank - Business £104k

2 Danske Bank - Mortgages £231k 10 Lucozade Revive £100k

3 CCS - Coronavirus £204k 11 Carlsberg 0.0 £92k

4 Power NI £195k 12 Rockshore Light £82k

5 The Executive Office - Coronavirus £145k 13 IKEA £81k

6 PCSP - Belfast £132k 14 BT Superiority £71k

7 NI Water Service £119k 15 Tourism NI £68k

8 Denny £115k

TOP CAMPAIGNS
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